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About
FAMILY RULES - A NOVEL
Back Cover Text
New York. In this city that never sleeps, anyone could make a brand new start of it. Or so the
song goes.
For some people, starting again is no option.
Kenny is adrift in the city, tormented by the scars and memories of his unique upbringing as a
child star in the UK, chasing any addiction that can fill the void he carries at his core.
Increasingly unable to paper over the cracks, to numb himself with street corner narcotics, or
build an abiding relationship with his junkie soul-mate Ivvy, he turns to stealing cars to provide
momentary escape from his increasingly desolate life.
Estranged from his parents, Kenny has no hope or vision of a better future.
Until one night he steals a car from a gas station in New Jersey and is offered an unexpected,
final opportunity for redemption; a radically different role to play.
Family Rules is an intense personal account of an invented life, where all the rules of family life
are inverted, and of the damage done when the boundary between reality and television is truly
no boundary at all.
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About the Screen Adaptation:
Inventing Kenny
In 2011, the novel Family Rules was adapted for film, by Vincent Tuckwood, James Patric
Moran and Timothy Quinlan. The resulting screenplay, INVENTING KENNY, is currently
under consideration by film production and management companies.

Log line:
Can Kenny, a former child star turned drug addict turned car thief, find redemption when he
chooses to play dad to a child he accidentally abducts?

Summary:
Kenny is adrift in New York, tormented by the scars and memories of his unique upbringing as a
child star in the UK, unable to form an abiding relationship with his junkie soul-mate, Ivvy, and
chasing any addiction that can fill the void he carries at his core. Until one night he is presented
with an unexpected chance for redemption when he finds a child in the back seat of a car he
steals from a gas station in New Jersey. INVENTING KENNY is an intense personal account of
an invented life, where all the norms of family are inverted, and of the damage done when the
boundary between reality and television is truly no boundary at all.
When asked to describe INVENTING KENNY, I often say it’s like 3 MEN AND A BABY
viewed through LESS THAN ZERO. Set in pre-9/11 New York city, INVENTING KENNY is a
gritty and compelling story, ideal for a breakthrough talent looking to move from kids
programming to independent drama.

SYNOPSIS
INVENTING KENNY is a fictional memoir and, in keeping with the spirit of both screenplay
and the original novel, Family Rules, this synopsis takes the form of a transcript of a fictional
interview with Kenny.
Excerpt: Interview Transcript - Kenny Walsh (for ‘Whatever Happened to Baby Kenny?’
DVD extras)
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Huh?

[Interviewer: inaudible]
Oh yeah, the BBC were the last people I was expecting to be at the prison. Laura and that other
guy, Ian, pitching me on a comeback reality show. Picture it: there I am, doing time for abducting
Bella, and these two Brits just turn up telling me there’s interest back in the UK... I mean, I was
Baby Kenny on ‘Family Rules!’ as a young kid, but we moved to New York when I was six. I
thought, who the hell remembers me? I don’t even remember what happened back then.
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Yeah, I know I told them what happened when I was on ‘Family Rules!’, but I pieced most of it
together with my shrink over the years. And for it all to make sense, for Bella to make sense, I
had to tell them about what really went on with ‘Family Rules!’, about Jamie, about how the
show was a vehicle for her to move from modeling to acting, how her sister was my nanny and...
Oh, it feels like I’ve had to relive this a thousand times... It’s not that complicated.
We are all stories; me, you, the you I see, and the you everyone else sees. Friends, family...
especially family. My family - the biggest story of them all.
I was raised on television while my real parents acted like I didn’t exist.
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Yes. You’ve seen the movie, right? Read the book? There was that bastard, Sanderson, of course,
but... Look, I grew up with a make-believe Mom, a make-believe Dad, but they were real to me.
And when the cameras stopped rolling, they suddenly became Jamie and Chris. And, as if that
wasn’t enough, there was Joel, ranting and shouting and cursing out anyone who got in his way.
Most of the time, I think I wasn’t much more than a prop for him. I did what he said, stood where
he put me. I was numb, a dummy...
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Oh, I see. Well, between scenes, they gave me valium crushed up in honey to keep me calm. I
began to look forward to the gaps between the scenes more than the scenes themselves.
Valium at three, pot by six, cocaine by twelve. Is it any wonder I was on the streets of New York
at nineteen chasing any high I could find? I was running away. Like always. Running away.
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Ivvy? Sure, I can tell you about Ivvy. Junkies of the world unite. I don’t know how you’d
describe what Ivvy and I had together. Kind of... No, not boyfriend and girlfriend. Let’s be
honest, we met over our habits, bonded over our habits and that’s what we were to each other, a
habit.
I... I think about Ivvy a lot, though.
She was as lost as I was, only where I just completely run away when reality comes too close,
Ivvy was like a... a... moth bashing its brains out on a porch light. When it all came to a head,
when Ivvy asked me if we could keep Bella, like a kid with a stray puppy or something, I really
think she meant it. I really think she wanted us to become a family.

[Interviewer: inaudible]
What?
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Well, that’s an understatement. Of course it doesn’t make sense. How many people do you know
who would choose to play Dad to a child in a stolen car?
I thought so.
[Interviewer: inaudible]
New Jersey. I’d head out there, hang out at gas stations until someone left the engine running.
Then I’d drive back over to Manhattan.
[Interviewer: inaudible]
For the high, of course! For the rush! Until the last one, the one where Bella was in the back seat.
[Interviewer: inaudible]
I panicked. Ran across half the city with her in my arms. There was a point in Strawberry Fields
where she was quiet and I sat listening to this hippy sing Lennon songs and I thought about
finding a police officer but... I can’t tell you why I didn’t. I just ran back to the apartment and...
away from reality. As I pulled Ivvy into the lie, it began to sound like the truth. Over that
weekend I became Bella’s father. That simple.
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Yeah, I see that now. But at the time, I was... I just dived into the role.
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Yeah, that’s a good word for it. I was her Dad. She was my daughter. We went shopping. Hung
out in the park. And when she got lost in The Rambles, and I thought that wino was attacking
her, I... This woman looked at me and told me I was a good father, and I was. I was her Dad. She
was my daughter.
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Of course it couldn’t last. But I wasn’t even thinking about that. I was just avoiding reality.
Inventing a life. And when that began to break-up, I did what I always do: walked away. I think it
was that thing of Ivvy suggesting happy families. It all became real and I...
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Yes. I walked away again. Bella went missing and I was tearing up the neighborhood trying to
find her, and I suddenly just knew I could walk away, leave her for Ivvy to find. Ivvy, the gifted
actress. She’d turned me in, got Bella to safety while I’d been asleep. Safety. Like I was going to
hurt Bella...
[Interviewer: inaudible]

No... She did what she had to do, I guess... It’s like you said, it couldn’t last... You can edit this,
right? I mean, it probably doesn’t make much sense the way I’m describing it? What’s the title of
this piece going to be?
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Oh, I don’t know. I’m not a writer. All I know is that finding Bella gave me a shot at finally
getting something right in my life. Everything else is me inventing Kenny.
[Interviewer: inaudible]
Did I find redemption? That’s a good question, and I don’t know the answer. You’ll have to tell
me. You and all those people reading the book, watching the movie and, I guess, tuning in to the
new show. Me, I’m busy inventing Kenny.
[Knock at the door, third voice: inaudible]
Sorry, I’ve got to go, they need me on set. You can use this, right? Right?
[Ends
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Also available by Vincent Tuckwood
‘ESCALATION – A Novel’ - Published 2011 - Shocked by the violent
beating of their popular high-school quarterback, a small New England
town immediately calls for justice, and for police chief Jack Baker to
restore order. Caught in the political spiral of the town elders, Baker has
no choice but to place one of his most trusted officers, Charlene Goodlow,
in the school. As Baker manages the ‘grown-ups’ of the town, Charlene’s
long-buried high school anxieties return to gnaw at her and, increasingly
isolated and frightened, she finds herself at the corner of a vicious triangle
of lust and animosity. As the violence and tension escalate, she slips
further down the rabbit-hole, until she is left with a teenage boy in the
sights of her police issue revolver and the singular decision of whether or
not she will pull the trigger.
‘KARAOKE CRIMINALS – A Novel’ - Published 2006 - In Music,
Musica, a karaoke bar on the Spanish riviera, Roxi will discover that her
dreams could come true when mobster Brian Ferguson offers to hook her
up with his connections back in London. With no idea of the price
attached to this offer, Roxi is about to discover that making it isn’t just
about talent. It’s about loyalty, commitment and an ever-increasing body
count. Is fame really worth this?

‘DO SPARROWS EAT BUTTERFLIES? – A Novel’ (2003) Published 2003 - In a moving tale of one man’s search for meaning in an
increasingly lonely and depressing life, a washed up seaside painter
embarks on a journey that will change him forever. As his unusual,
traumatic rebirth unfolds, Ray discovers the horror of an inferno he has
denied for years. To save the love that can provide true meaning in his
life, he has no choice but to answer that one, repeating question: do
sparrows eat butterflies?

‘GARBLED GLITTERING GLAMOURS’ - Published 2011 Garbled Glittering Glamours is a collection of poetry, often written in
response to prompts from readers, and published at VinceT.net and
elsewhere in 2010.

